Battery RxTM
Advanced Battery Monitoring

Battery Management
Battery Rx is a battery management tool designed to monitor,
record and report on the health of your batteries, in turn extending
useful battery life and enhancing overall fleet productivity. It
provides an alert when there is an issue with the battery that
might affect its performance or create downtime. Battery Rx
provides annual cost savings by minimizing the need for battery
replacements.
This advanced battery monitor is secured to the battery and
communicates with your battery chargers, transforming your
facility into a “smart fleet” operation. Battery Rx is able to uniquely
identify each battery, and stays with it for the rest of its life,
continuously monitoring use, recommending rotation schedules
and advising users on estimated battery life expectancy.

Key Features:
 Easy set-up; installs in 20 minutes with no special
battery requirements
 24/7 battery monitoring. Monitors battery SOC,
water level, voltage and temperature in real-time
 Smart charging capability, transforms your facility
into a “smart fleet” operation
 Warranty compliance tracking
 Stores cumulative battery data for the life of the
battery
 Provides complete warranty history and helps you
comply with your battery warranty – no more finger
pointing
 Delivers actionable data via cellular communication,
without IT department’s involvement
 Receive alerts directly via email
 Water level detector
 Designed to handle acid immersion and high pressure
spray

your fleet’s battery warranty compliance, and reporting on any

All battery health and charge data is directly downloadable
from the battery, delivering actionable data without costly
infrastructure. In addition, Battery Rx features an optional
cellular connection to let you view and download real-time
fleet info from the web via PosiCharge PosiNet back-office
system.

warranty deviations.

Battery Rx works with the complete line of PosiCharge

Battery Rx also enables you to lower annual costs by minimizing
downtime and reducing battery replacements through features
such as preventative maintenance scheduling and real-time alerts
for issues that might affect battery performance. It can also help
you better control ongoing battery costs by automatically tracking

products.

Technical Specifications

Battery Compatibility

All 24 to 96V batteries

Dimensions, H x W x D

7.63” L x 2.25” W x 1.25” D

Current Measurement Range
Electrolyte immersed temp sensor

+/- 1000 amps
with -20F to 165F operating range
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